Replaio - the best access to audio content publicly available on the internet
Public Audio URL - a hyperlink, i.e. a reference to publicly available audio content (including an
internet radio station), publicly available on the Internet. The Audio URL is always under the overall
and sole control of its owner.
Public URL address - a hyperlink, i.e. a reference to a website publicly available on the Internet. The
URL is always under the overall and sole control of its owner.

Replaio offers two services:
1) Replaio Browser - a free web browser with a built-in audio content player, which
allows, among others conveniently listening to internet radio available to the public on
the internet.
2) Replaio Search - a content search engine on the public internet, with particular
emphasis on URLs and Audio URLs linking to audio content, including the internet
radio.
Replaio's mission and vision
Our mission is to provide users with easy access to audio content available to the public on
the internet, and in particular to internet radio stations.
A decade ago, people listened to radio only on radio receivers which has shaped the specific
way of consumption of this medium. One device, many stations, simple navigation. Listeners
want it to stay that way, but not anymore on stationary receivers. Therefore, Replaio was
created as a natural response to the needs of contemporary listeners.
Replaio does not transmit, not broadcast, not rebroadcast, not retransmit, or not distribute
any audio content. Replaio is also not a hosting service, it does not store or duplicate any
audio files.
Replaio has no control over the content available at specific URLs or Audio URLs.
What is Replaio Browser and how it works
Replaio Browser is a web browser with an advanced audio content player built-in.
The difference between the standard browser and the Replaio browser is that the Replaio
browser is specialized in playing audio content (e.g. improving sound quality thanks to the
use of an equalizer). Moreover, like a typical web browser, it allows users to browse the web
and add websites to the list of favourites for quick and convenient access to favourite
content. However, the Replaio browser is distinguished by additional functions related to
playing audio content.
Replaio browser, at the user's request, establishes a connection between his device and
content available at specific URLs or Audio URLs on the public internet.

The display of the website and the playback of the audio content takes place at the user's
request. This happens by playing audio content available at the URL or Audio URL, owned
and controlled by the owner of the website.
If the URL or Audio URL is available in a particular country, Replaio Browser displays and
plays content just like other web browsers.
What is Replaio Search and how it works
Replaio Search is a public URL and Audio URL search engine with a focus on URLs and
Audio URLs linking to publicly available audio content, including internet radio. It allows
users to search for URLs and Audio URLs by query by entering keywords.
Generating search results in Replaio Search consists of 3 stages.
1. Scanning
obtaining information on public URLs and Audio URLs on the internet
2. Indexing
analysis of obtained URLs and Audio URLs in terms of public availability of audio
content, including internet radio
3. Displaying the results
searching for the information included in the Replaio index and proper presentation of
the results to the user
The process of adding the URL or Audio URL to Replaio Search begins with the Replaio
user filling out the form available at https://repla.io/add-url.
URLs and Audio URLs may only be submitted to Replaio Search by an authorized person.
The user submitting this information is responsible for the data submitted via the application
form, both legally and materially. We also use the so-called scanning robots to find (only)
publicly available URLs or Audio URLs on the internet.
Then our robots verify the entered data, including the correctness of the address, its
availability or status (i.e. verification whether it is public content or not). We also check if the
specified URL or Audio URL has not been previously blocked in the Replaio Search Tool. In
the next step, the "robots.txt" files are verified. If all the required conditions are met, the
specified URL or Audio URL is added to Replaio Search.
Public URLs
All URLs and Audio URLs stored in Replaio Search are publicly available on the internet.
Replaio is not the broadcaster, meaning it neither transmits nor mediates audio transmission.
It either does not retransmit or interfere with the audio stream available at specific public
URLs or Audio URLs.

Technically, the content available at certain public URLs and Audio URLs is displayed and
played in Replaio Browser in the same way as any other web browser.
Replaio Browser connects the user's device directly to the URL or Audio URL owner's server
for the sole purpose of displaying or playing content from a source on the internet that is
located at a specific public URL or Audio URL.
Replaio in no way changes the content available at the specified URLs and Audio URLs.
Replaio does not breach access restriction protections in any way when used by URL and
Audio URL owners.
The presence of URLs and Audio URLs in Replaio Search is free. Taking care of free access
to public content, we remove URLs or Audio URLs from Replaio Search only in strictly
defined circumstances, e.g. at the explicit request of their owners.
Through the search results in Replaio Search, we direct users directly to specific URLs and
Audio URLs, and we provide their owners with various useful tools (e.g. marketing tools,
statistics, tools supporting the optimization of monetization - contact us for details).
All intellectual property rights in the content of URLs and Audio URLs belong to the owners
of the URLs and Audio URLs. Replaio is not responsible for the legality of the content
accessible from public URLs and Audio URLs.
Replaio users are always the recipients of the original share. All URLs and Audio URLs
indexed by Replaio Search are publicly available on the internet. They are not limited in any
way by the owners of the pages they are published on, i.e. all Internet users have access to
them. The solutions used by Replaio (including embedding) do not make URLs and Audio
URLs available to new audiences (new users).
Replaio does not index URLs and Audio URLs that have security tools preventing content
from being played directly from a specific URL or Audio URL (e.g., a temporary access key).
We do respect the rights and decisions of URL or Audio URL owners
Replaio respects intellectual property rights and does not tolerate any infringement of them.
We have developed a policy that includes a breach reporting procedure.
Replaio fully respects the decisions of URL or Audio URL owners regarding their presence in
Replaio Search.
In order to facilitate the management of URL or Audio URL availability in Replaio Search, we
have created the Replaio Search Tool system. We have developed the rules and provide
different functions for their owners.
Replaio Search Tool allows owners of URLs or Audio URLs to fully decide on the presence
of their addresses in Replaio Search, including cancelling acceptance of their presence in
Replaio Search at any time, blocking of adding or modification by unauthorized users.

Replaio Search is a search engine only for publicly available, unsecured URLs and Audio
URLs. Each of the owners of such addresses can prevent them from being added to search
engines, including Replaio Search. This can be done using commonly available solutions,
incl. based on entries in robots.txt and .htaccess files or other (e.g. configuration of the
validity time of a specific address).
These are generally accepted, cost-free and easy to implement mechanisms, interpreted by
all resource indexing services on the internet. Information on this type of security is publicly
available. More information can also be found later in this document.
Each owner of URLs and Audio URLs can apply security measures (e.g. by using the
so-called temporary access key) against their playback in external browsers. These types of
security are commonly used by entities that do not allow URLs and Audio URLs to be made
publicly available.
The use of such security is clear information that such addresses will not be indexed by
Replaio Search.
Blocking and removing URL or Audio URL from Replaio Search
Are you the owner of the URL or Audio URL and don't want your own URLs to be included in
Replaio Search? We encourage you to contact us directly at support@repla.io before
making a final decision. We offer various additional options that may be of great interest to
you.
If you want to block the possibility of indexing your URLs or Audio URLs, please use the 3
options available to do so. Choose the most convenient for you.
1. The entire broadcast is always and in any event managed entirely by you. All you
need to do is change the status of your Audio URL from the public to authenticated
and your content will cease to be available in Replaio Search immediately. Our
participation is not required to perform this option.
Note: if you want to remove content from other places on the internet - contact us, we
provide a wide range of services for broadcasters of content on the Internet.
2. (Alternative option) Please send a list of your own URLs or Audio URLs that you are
willing to block to support@repla.io.
All URLs or Audio URLs sent by you will be added by us (maximum within one
workday) to the list of blocked addresses and from then until you delete them by you,
they will not be indexed by our bots, nor will they be displayed in Replaio Search
results.
3. (Alternative option) Use standard mechanisms to block indexing bots, i.e. configure
the robots.txt file appropriately

User-agent: Replaiobot
Disallow: /
or
User-agent: Replaiobot
Disallow: https://stream.audio.com/abcdefghijk
Can Replaio determine who the copyright for content at certain public URLs or Audio URLs
belongs to?
Replaio has no technical or legal means to verify or settle the copyright of the content
available on the Internet publicly available URL or Audio URL.
Also, Replaio is not an entity authorized to decide whether a given content available to the
public at certain URLs and Audio URLs is legally available. Therefore, it cannot block and
censor content available under certain public URLs and Audio URLs that have been added
to Replaio Search by its users or have been found in the publicly accessible Internet using
mechanisms such as scanning bots.
It is forbidden to use our services to infringe copyright. We do not agree to add URLs or
Audio URLs that infringe copyright to Replaio Search, even if they are publicly available on
the Internet.
Replaio enables its users to view and play content available at third-party URLs or Audio
URLs and is therefore not responsible for the content available at specific public URLs or
Audio URLs.
Replaio only displays and plays content that is publicly available on the internet. Third
parties, i.e. the owners of URLs or Audio URLs, are responsible for the content, and in
particular for the resulting infringement of copyright, industrial property rights and personal
rights.
The implementation of the obligations imposed by the copyright law (e.g. geo-blocking)
belongs to the owners of the Audio URL addresses.
Replaio respects intellectual property rights and does not tolerate any infringement.
Therefore, we encourage you to report any incidents that may be such a violation. However,
we would like to point out that each notification of a violation may have legal consequences.
Please carefully analyse the violation in question before reporting. To report any copyright
infringement, please send a message to support@repla.io.
Graphic identification
The logo of an internet station is usually the so-called website ico or avatar (publicly
available at a specific URL). Its display may be subject to standard cache mechanisms. If
you want to send us a different file with your logo, please contact us at support@repla.io.

Image ads and the Premium version
It is thanks to image advertising that Replaio remains free for its users. They allow us to
constantly develop the application, take care of its quality and proper operation on various
devices and different versions of systems.
We also provide the Premium version with no image ads, but the basic feature of Replaio,
which is playing content available at public URLs or Audio URLs, is and will always be free.
The one-off payment for the Premium version is a form of project development support and
additionally maintaining the team working on the application.
Brand and the Replaio team
Replaio is a brand of Replaio sp. z o.o. All other names, brands, and characters that may
appear in the Replaio application, on the Google Play site, and on other Replaio sites are the
property of their respective owners and are used for informational and identification
purposes. Replaio and the services we provide are in no way affiliated with these
companies.
Replaio is a small team of fans of radio and new technologies. We are open to questions,
suggestions and cooperation. We provide a wide range of Internet services, with a special
focus on services for broadcasters of radio stations (including creating websites, consulting
on the presence of your radio station on the internet and on mobile devices).
The seller and supplier of the Replaio application (Google Play Store) is:
Google Commerce Ltd.
70 Sir John Rogerson's Quay
Dublin 2, Ireland
and
AppGallery Store
Huawei Device Co. Ltd
If you have doubts or questions, please feel free to send us a message at support@repla.io.

